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ROBERT MAYHEW 

PART AND WHOLE IN ARISTOTLE'S POLITICAL PHILOSOPHY 

(Received 9 April 1996; accepted in revised form 1 August 1996) 

ABSTRACT. It is often held that according to AristoUe the city is a natural organism. 
One major reason for this "organic" interpretation is no doubt that Aristotle describes the 

relationship between the individual and the city as a part-whole relationship, seemingly the 
same relationship that holds between the parts of a natural organism and the organism itself. 

Moreover, some scholars (most notably Jonathan Barnes) believe this view of the city led 

Aristotle to accept an implicit totalitarianism. I argue, however, that an investigation of the 
various ways Aristotle describes parts and wholes reveals that for Aristotle the city has a 

unity (and thus a nature) quite different from that of a natural organism. 

KEY WORDS: Aristotle, part, whole, unity, politics, totalitarianism 

It is often held that according to Aristotle the city is a natural organism. For 

example, in a highly influential article, David Keyt maintains that Aristotle 

believes "the political community, or the polis, is a natural entity like an 

animal or a man".1 This "fundamental principle" contradicts much of the 

rest of Aristotle's Politics, Keyt claims, and thus "there is a blunder at the 

very root of Aristotle's political philosophy".2 One major reason for this 

"organic" interpretation is no doubt that Aristotle describes the relationship 
between the individual and the city as a part-whole relationship, the same 

relationship that holds between the parts of a natural organism and the 

organism itself. Indeed, in one important passage Aristotle compares the 

relationship between the individual and the city to that between a hand and 

the whole body (Politics 1253a 18-29).3 In a recent article, Jonathan Barnes 

attributes to Aristotle the view that the relationship between the individual 

1 D. Keyt, "Three Fundamental Theorems in Aristotle's Politics," Phronesis 32 (1987), 
pp. 54-79. Also see D. Keyt, "Three Fundamental Theorems in Aristotle's Politics," in D. 

Keyt and F.D. Miller (eds.), A Companion to Aristotle's Politics (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 1991), pp. 118-141. 

2 
Ibid., p. 54. Cf. T. Irwin, Aristotle's First Principles (Oxford: Oxford University 

Press, 1988), pp. 419-420 and C.C.W. Taylor, "Politics," in J. Barnes (ed.), The Cambridge 

Companion to Aristotle (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1994), pp. 238-241. 
3 

Another reason is that Aristotle says the city exists by nature {Politics 1252b30), and 
"x exists by nature" often means for Aristotle "x has an inner principle of motion and being 

at rest (like a natural organism or celestial body)" (see, for example, Physics 192b21-23). 
For a good account of what Aristode means when he says the city exists by nature (and 

The Journal of Ethics 1: 325-340, 1997. 

? 1997 Kluwer Academic Publishers. Printed in the Netherlands. 
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326 ROBERT MAYHEW 

and the city is, or is essentially like, an organic part-whole relationship. 
Barnes believes that Aristotle believes that human beings are parts of the 

city 
- and parts in a strong way, like the part of a natural organism. And 

this, Barnes claims, is Aristotle's great error. 

In any event, are men of their States? Am I a part of, and am I of, the United Kingdom of 

Great Britain and Northern Ireland? In a loose enough sense of "part," maybe I am part of 

the Kingdom. But I am not a part in any ordinary sense: I do not stand to the Kingdom as my 
arm stands to my body or as a piece stands to a jigsaw puzzle or as a sparking-plug stands 

to a motor-car engine. For I am an independent individual. That, in the end, is the crucial 

fact about me (and about you), and it is a fact which, in the Politico, AristoUe ignores or 

suppresses.4 

Barnes believes this "metaphysical untruism" is the foundation upon which 

rests "Aristotle's implicit totalitarianism".5 

Is Barnes correct in his claim that Aristotle believes we are parts in 

such a strong sense of the term? In any of the places where Aristotle refers 

to humans as parts does he mean we are parts in the way the limb of an 

animal or even the cog in a machine is a part? If Aristotle did hold this, 
then he probably should be considered an implicit totalitarian. But in fact I 

think Aristotle uses the term "part" in very different ways when he applies 
it to cities and to animals, and thus that Barnes is wrong, and Aristotle 

neither views the city as a natural organism, as Keyt claims, nor has the 

totalitarian leanings that Barnes attributes to him. This, at any rate, is what 

I argue in this paper. 

Beginning with a quick look at some different senses of "part," "whole," 
and "unity" as found in Aristotle, I shall first show why, given his meta 

physics, the view that Aristotle conceives of the city as a natural organism 
cannot be right 

- or at least that it cannot be right without severely con 

tradicting his metaphysics (and I believe one ought not to attribute such a 

contradictory view to him unless no reasonable alternative is available). I 

shall then offer alternative interpretations of those passages that seem to 

support the natural organism view of the city. 

why this does not imply that the city is a natural organism), see F.D. Miller, "Aristotle's 
Political Naturalism," Apeiron 22 (1989), pp. 195-218. 

I recognize that according to Aristotle a city is something natural. What I am going to 

reject is the view that Aristotle viewed the city as natural in the way a natural substance 

(e.g., an animal) is natural. 
4 J. Barnes, "Aristotle and Political Liberty," in G. Patzig (ed.), Aristotles' Tolitik': 

Akten des XI. Symposium Aristotelium, Friedrichshafen/Bodensee, 25 August-3 Septem 
ber 1987 (Gmtingen: Van den Hoeck and Ruprecht, 1990), p. 263. 

5 
Barnes, p. 263. 
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PART AND WHOLE IN ARISTOTLE'S POLITICAL PHILOSOPHY 327 

1. PARTS AND WHOLES 

In Metaphysics A 6, Aristotle distinguishes two senses in which things are 
called "one" or "a unity": 

Now most things are called one (&/) from doing or possessing or being affected by or being 
related to some other thing that is one, but the things that are called one in the primary way 
are those whose substance is one. (1016b6-9; see also 1015b36ff.)6 

The first sense of "one" or "unity" is derivative, whereas the other is the 

primary sense and applies to substances (e.g., animals). This distinction 

between the two senses of "unity" is similar in some important respects to 

the distinction Aristotle makes between two senses of "whole." Aristotle 

begins Metaphysics Z 16 with the following: 

It is evident that even of the things that are thought to be substances, most are [only] 

potentialities (Svvapeu;): the parts of animals (for none of them, having been separated, 
is [the part of an animal], and when they are separated, then all of them exist [merely] as 

matter), and earth and fire and air; for none of them is one (&/), but they are like a heap, 

until they are concocted (ne^Oi)) and some one thing comes to be out of them_All [the 

parts] will exist [only] potentially (Svvafiei) when they are one and continuous by nature. 

(1040b5-15) 

W.D. Ross states that bvv6t\xu<, here refers to those things "capable of 

contributing to the life of the whole ... ,"7 and this is correct. Parts of 

animals are potentialities or capabilities 
- 

they exist only when and insofar 

as they can perform a function which contributes to the well-being of the 

whole animal. Otherwise they are (or are part of) a heap. "What every thing 

is," Aristotle writes in the Meteorology, "is determined by its function. 

Each thing truly is [what it isj when it is able to perform its own function, 

e.g., the eye when it can see" (390alQ-ll). And in the case of the parts 
of living organisms, the function - and hence what it is - is inextricably 
bound to the whole organism. This is why a part that has been separated 
from a living organism (or a part of a corpse) is a part in name only (see 

Meteorology 389b30-390al and 390al2-13, Parts of Animals 640b29 
641 a21, De Anima 412b 18-24, Generation of Animals 734b25-28 and 

735a8). In such cases they are not even Syua^etq (The Metaphysics Z 16 

sense of Syua^tc, is operative in the biology (see, for instance, Parts of 

Animals 640bl7-24 and 646bl 1-28). 
Clearly, the same notion of Svvafuc, is employed in the following 

important passage from Aristotle's discussion of "wholes" in Metaphysics 
A 26: 

6 
All translations from the Greek are my own. 

7 
W.D. Ross, Aristotle's Metaphysics, 2 volumes (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 

1924), p. 218. 
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328 ROBERT MAYHEW 

What is continuous and limited [is a whole] when it is some one titling made up of several 

[parts], especially when these constituents of it are potential (Svi/apet), but if not, when 

they are actual (iuepyeLQt). Of these things themselves, that which is so by nature is more 

[a whole] than what is artificially. (1023b32-35) 

The potential constituents Aristotle refers to are the same parts of ani 

mals that exist only "potentially," i.e., for the sake of the whole organism, 

i.e., to the extent that they perform a function which supports the life and 

well-being of the organism. Actual constituents form "lesser" unities (and 
"lesser" wholes) because they could be separated from the whole and still 

exist and function in their characteristic way (e.g., the beam that forms part 
of a house can be, say, a lintel or a threshold [see Metaphysics E 2]). And 

they cannot all be held together internally. They are, in a sense, themselves 

wholes. But the potential constituents, which go to make up natural unities, 

are by their very natures parts of a whole, and thus form a whole whose 

unity is much tighter. 
All of this is in fact implied in Aristotle's crucial claim that substances 

cannot be composed out of substances (Metaphysics 1039a3-4, 1041a4 

5), and given that human beings 
- the parts of cities - are undeniably 

substances, it is unclear to me how those who believe that Aristotle holds 

that humans are mere parts of the city 
- the parts of a natural organism 

- 

can reconcile their view with Aristotle's conception of substances. 

Substances are greater unities and greater wholes than non-substances.8 

And we should expect the parts of substances and non-substances to differ 

accordingly. This is important, for it means that even though Aristotle refers 

to humans as parts of the city, we cannot assume that this has totalitarian 

implications until we discover just what kind of parts he has in mind. Let 

us, then, briefly review the different ways in which Aristotle uses "parts" 
in the Politics. 

Robert Filmer said that 

Aristotle is not resolved how many parts to make of a city, or how many combinations 

of those parts; and therefore in his reckoning of them, he differs from himself, sometimes 

makes more, sometimes fewer parts.9 

Filmer is right. Aristotle describes the parts of the city in many different 

ways. Sometimes different communities (e.g., households, villages) are 

parts of the city (this is prominent in Politics i), sometimes occupations 

(e.g., farmers, craftsmen, warriors; see Politics iv 4), sometimes social 

8 
For more on the connection between unities and wholes, see Metaphysics 1016bl 1-17 

and 1052a22-31. 
9 R. Filmer, "Observations upon Aristotle's Politiques Touching Forms of Government," 

in P. Laslett (ed.), Patriarcha and the Other Political Writings of Sir Robert Filmer (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 1949), pp. 200-201. 
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PART AND WHOLE IN ARISTOTLE'S POLITICAL PHILOSOPHY 329 

classes (i.e., rich, poor, middle class; see Politics iv 11), and so forth. 

Nevertheless, individuals are the primary parts of the city. And among 

individuals, the citizens - in the broad sense of the term (see Politics 

1279a21) 
- are primary. But the nature and motivation of these different 

divisions need not concern us here (but see especially Politics iv 3-4). Our 

concern is more fundamental: What does Aristotle mean when he calls a 

human being a part of the city? 

2. ARISTOTLE'S CRITICISM OF THE REPUBLIC IN POLITICS H 2 

In the Republic, Plato claims that the unity of the best city should be like, 
or aim for, the unity of the individual human being (462a-e; cf. Laws 

739c-d). Plato's Socrates asks (expecting a positive response): Is that city 
best governed "which is most like an individual human being?" (462c). 
Thus, Plato thinks the unity of (what Aristotle calls) a substance is a proper 
standard by which to judge the unity of the city. At other times, however, he 

writes as if the unity of a household is the unity the city should possess (see, 
for example, 415a-c).10 In his criticism of Plato's Republic in Politics ii 2, 

Aristotle states that neither of these conceptions of unity is an appropriate 
aim for the city. He says that it is clear that as the city: 

... advances and becomes more of a unity (plot), it will not even be a city. For the city is, 

with regard to its nature, some multitude (7r\f}0o<;... tl), and becoming more of a unity it 

will be a household rather than a city, and a human being rather than a household. For we 

would say that the household is more of a unity than the city, and the individual more than 

the household. So even if someone were able to do this, he should not do it; for this would 

destroy the city. (1261al6-22; cf. 1263b29-35) 

Briefly put, Aristotle believes the city should not have the same unity as 

an individual (i.e., a living organism, a substance) or a household. Unity 
and identity are connected; change one and the other is altered. But why is 

this significant? A close examination of this passage will tell us something 
about Aristotle's views on the proper conception of the unity of the city. 
This in turn will tell us something about Aristotle's views on the proper 

relationship between the city and the individual, and the sense in which an 

individual human being is a part of the city. 

10 
Of course, these two kinds of unity are not necessarily incompatible. For instance, 

Plato may have thought that the unity of an individual is what the city should strive for 

(without hoping to reach), and that this unity is best achieved or approached by organizing 
the city in such a way that it is as much as possible like a household. 
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330 ROBERT MAYHEW 

3. THE UNITY OF A SUBSTANCE 

First, let us look at the unity of a living thing 
- a substance. How are the 

parts of a substance (i.e., the parts of an animal) held together to form one 

natural whole? (1) Each part is connected physically with the organism, 
and cannot be separated and remain a part of that organism.11 (2) The parts 
exist solely for the organism of which they are a part; they are defined by 
the function they perform for that organism. (3) These parts do not (and 
cannot) in any real sense exist independently or in their own right: They 
exist only "potentially", i.e., they are capacities (Svua/jLetq) belonging to 

the entity of which they are parts; they are not themselves entities.12 

The city must have less unity than this. Now obviously, the parts of 

the city are not physically continuous, and thus its unity is qualitatively 
different from the unity of an individual. But the parts of the household are 

not continuous, and it has less unity than a substance, yet more than a city. 
This implies that the city lacks the unity of a substance for reasons other 

than physical continuity alone. Thus the city should not be characterized 

by points 2 and 3 either (or not to the same degree). But more on this later. 

11 On physical (natural) continuity, see Metaphysics 1015b36-1016al7, 1052al9-20, 
1069a5-8, and Physics 227al3-16. 

12 
Points 2 and 3 are related, and although they are not controversial, I should say 

something in support of them. 

According to Aristotle, the parts of an animal exist for the sake of the whole animal, and 

are, in the deepest sense, ontologically of their particular organism. In Parts of Animals 

i 1, Aristotle says that one should not, when discussing animals, begin with material 

explanations. Rather, "we should say that since this is what it is to be a man, therefore he 

has these [parts]; for he cannot be [a man] without these parts" (640a34-36; see 639b12 

15). And there are many examples of parts being the way they are for the sake of the pios 
of some particular animal. A. Gotthelf provides two such examples: 

Bone and certain other hard materials are for the sake of supporting flesh or its analogue, 
itself necessary to all animals as the organ of the defining sense of touch. ... [And] Why 

must all animals have a place [stomach(s)] for unconcoted food ready for concoction and 

a place for the residue of concoction prior to its expulsion? The answer clearly must be 

first that: "It is not possible to be (einai) or to grow (auxanesthai) without food" (655b30 
2). [See A. Gotthelf, "First Principles in Aristotle's Parts of Animals," in A. Gotthelf 
and J. Lennox (eds.), Philosophical Issues in Aristotle's Biology (Cambridge: Cambridge 

University Press, 1987), pp. 177 (and n. 31), 182]. 

See also Parts of Animals ii 13 for eyes and eyelids; ii 16,658b34-659a36 for the elephant's 
trunk; and iii 1,662a34-bl 7 for bird beaks. This is not to say that matter and necessity have 
no role to play in explanation. See Parts of Animals i 1, 639b20-31, 640b35ff., 642a9ff., 
and iii 2 (the discussion of horns). 

Another way of saying that the parts of an animal are ontologically of the whole animal 
is to describe them as Swapex; (see the Metaphysics A 26 and Z 16 passages discussed 

above). 
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4. THE UNITY OF COMMUNITIES 

Because households and cities are both communities (Koti/uuiat), we 

should first look at what Aristotle has to say about communities generally. 
No community is a unity in the primary sense, for each is a multitude 

(nXfjOoq) by nature,13 and a multitude is the opposite of a unity (see 
Metaphysics 1004al0, 1054a20-22). There are, most likely, two reasons 

for this opposition. First, as we have seen, every community is (ultimately) 
made up of substances, and thus they are not themselves substances (see 

Metaphysics 1039a3-4,1041a4-5). Second, continuity is essential to being 
a unity in the primary sense, and this requires that the parts that make up 
one thing are actually (i.e., physically) connected to some other part or 

parts of that thing at all times. But this of course is not found among the 

parts of communities. Thus a community can only be a unity in a secondary 
or derivative manner (as described in Metaphysics A 6). He also says that 
the way a thing's parts are held together is the way that thing is a unity 

(Physics 227al5-16), and this would seem to apply to communities as 

well, at least in an analogous way. So the two questions that must be kept 
in mind when considering each of the communities that interest us are: (1) 

What is the one thing its parts are related to?14 (2) What holds it together? 

5. THE UNITY OF A HOUSEHOLD 

How should we answer these two questions with regard to the household?15 

First, the parts of the household go to make up one household by possess 

ing one ruler. This gives the household a high degree of unity (for a 

community), because this one ruler has all the power, and thereby gives 
the household one direction, without the tension that almost inevitably 

accompanies a number of people having to agree. It is not a rule over free 

and equal persons. A slave is a part, subordinate, without reason. A child 

is much the same, but is capable of growing into a responsible adult, and 

is thus educated with this end in mind.16 The wife is also a subordinate, 

but not to the degree of the slave or child (see, for instance, Nicomachean 

13 See Politics 1261al8. Aristotle calls only the city a multitude by nature in this passage, 
but it clearly applies to other communities as well. 

14 From now on I shall write "related to," but this should be taken as shorthand for the 

"doing, possessing, being affected by or being related to" mentioned in Metaphysics A 6. 
15 See especially Nicomachean Ethics viii 11-12, 1167b33-l 168a5, 1180b3-7, Politics 

1252a7-9, 1255M9-20, 1259MO-17. 
16 These claims about the slave and the child will be supported shortly, but see Politics i 

4, 12-13. 
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332 ROBERT MAYHEW 

Ethics 1134b8-18, 1160b32-1161a2). Aristotle believes that these parts 
are incapable of leading separate, independent lives. 

Turning to the second question 
- What holds the household together? 

- 

we see that the answer is not justice, but affection.17 All family relationships 
of affection or friendship contribute to the unity of the household. They 
are natural, and closer than most other types of friendship. 

The closeness of family friendships make for a tight unity, and the 

authority of one gives this unity a single direction - the aim of which 

is the fulfillment of daily needs: procreation, food, shelter, etc. Slaves, 

children, and even most women, on Aristotle's viewr, could not achieve 

these without the head of the household. But this sort of unity is not 

appropriate to a city. The unity of the city must be less than the unity of 

the household (Politics 1261al6-22). Aristotie must (at least in part) mean 
that the rule of the household is not appropriate to the city (as we see at 

Politics 1252a7-16), and related to this, that the parts of the city must be 

more independent than the parts of the household. This is supported by a 

passage from Nicomachean Ethics v 6: 

There is no injustice unconditionally (&ir\u<;) in relation to what is one's own; one's 

possession, and one's child until he is old enough and separated, is as it were a part of 

oneself {pepoq octroi)). (1134b9-l 1) 

A child is not separate (or independent); he is ruled by his father completely, 
and is thus in a sense a part of another human. This rule is appropriate to 

the household and contributes to its unity. It is not, however, the model of 

rule for the city.18 

17 
See Nicomachean Ethics 1134b9-18, 1138b5-13, 1159b35-l 160a7, Magna Moralia 

1194b5?13. The "justice" among family members is not justice in the sense of political 
justice, which exists only among equals. It is homonymous with political justice (Magna 

Moralia 1194b5-13). Thus the household does not really rely on justice to hold it together. 
The relationships among family members are closer than those among fellow-citizens or 

strangers. (This is not to say that we can never use "justice" when discussing family 

relationships. On the contrary, because they are so close, it is true to say, for instance, that 

striking one's father is more unjust than striking anyone else [1159b35-l 160a7].) 
18 It should be stressed that a child is very much like a part of his parent(s), until he grows 

older and is capable of living a separate (i.e., independent) life. In this sense, a household 

is analogous to a natural substance in a strong way, seeing that an arm, for instance, is by 

its very nature a part of the animal of which it is a part, and cannot exist independently. 
It must be noted that there is an exception to Aristotle's claim that household rule should 

not be modeled on household rule: kingship. For a king rules his subjects in the way a 

father rules his children (see, for example, Politics 1252bl9-22, 1285b29-32). 
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PART AND WHOLE IN ARISTOTLE'S POLITICAL PHILOSOPHY 333 

6. THE UNITY OF A CITY 

I believe the Politics ii 2 passage just investigated shows that the parts of 
a city: (1) most likely should not exist solely for the sake of the city of 

which they are parts; (2) are most likely independent in some non-trivial 

way; and, (3) are not completely ruled by, and totally dependent on, some 
other person of whom they are in some important way a part. Free men 

are not 6>/some other human being(s) 
- 

i.e., they do not belong to another. 

This distinction between the parts of the city on the one hand, and the parts 
of the household or the parts of a substance on the other, may provide us 

with a line of demarcation for distinguishing not only the unity of the city 
from the unity of the household and the unity of a substance, but also for 

distinguishing what Barnes calls parts in a loose sense of the term from 

what he calls real parts, the kinds of parts that - if they were the parts of a 

city 
- would support his totalitarian interpretation of Aristotle. Aristotle's 

discussion of slavery supports this distinction. 

In Politics i 4, Aristotle writes: 

The possession is spoken of just as the part (poptou) is. For the part is not only a part of 

another, but also is of another (aXXov) [i.e., belongs to another] wholly (6\u<;, or without 

qualification, &7rAo>0-19 Similarly with a possession. Thus, the master is only master of 

the slave, but does not belong to him, while the slave is not only a slave of the master, 

but also belongs to him wholly. 
... One who does not belong to himself by nature (prj 

adroit <j>vaei), but though a human being belongs to another, this man is by nature a slave. 

(1254a8-15)20 

In Metaphysics A, he says that "the man is free who is [or existsl for the 

sake of himself (at roi) ^vena) and not for the sake of another" (982b25 

26).21 
It should by now be clear what a part in the strong sense of the term is 

(as strong as we can use the term when talking about humans being parts) 
- 

something that is a mere part, not a part in a weaker ("looser") sense: (1) 
A part belongs wholly to another, and not to oneself. I take this to mean 

19 
vAAAoi; here and throughout, and octroi) (which we come across shortly), are gen 

itives of possession. I.e. "of another" - 
"belongs to another", "of oneself - 

"belongs to 

oneself." 

At 1254a 10, one can read either ti\v<; or &7r\u<;, though there is more MS support for 

the former. See the apparatus in A. Dreizehnter, Aristoteles' Politica (Munich: Wilhelm 

Fink Verlag, 1970), p. 7. 
20 

Cf. Politics 1255M1: "The slave is in some sense a part of the master." 
21 To say that a freeman belongs to no one else and exists for himself, whereas the 

opposite is the case for the slave, most emphatically does not imply (for Aristotle) that the 

freeman is one who does whatever he wants, whereas the slave does not. On the contrary, 

the freeman - 
unlike the slave - lives a well-ordered (i.e., moral and law-abiding) life, 

whereas a slave does not (see Metaphysics A 1075al9-22). 
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the part is wholly under the control of the other(s) of which it is a part.22 
(2) A part is or exists for the sake of another (or others) to the extent that 

he or she cannot be or exist for his or her own sake.23 

This is quite consistent with what I argued was implied at Politics ii 2, 

1261al6-22. Moreover, it seems to lend a lot of support to the view that 

men (the non-natural slave ones, anyway) are not mere parts and are not 

to be ruled or controlled in a way that greatly reduces independence. 

Finally, what should we say is the unity of the city? First, the one thing 
the parts of the city 

- the citizens - are related to (or possess) that makes 

the city one is its constitution. This is the arrangement (rdx^O or form 

(elSoq) that orders the citizens (through a certain conception of justice, 

laws, education, etc.).24 Second, what holds the city together is justice 

(especially proportional equality) and civic friendship.25 The organization 

22 Cf. Rhetoric i 5 on possessions: Something is one's own (olnela) "whenever the [abili 

ty] to dispose is with oneself. And I mean by 'dispose' 'giving' and 'selling'" (1361a21-23). 
23 It is a bit unclear what precisely it means to exist for oneself, but it must have something 

to do with the ability to plan one's own life for oneself instead of having it planned by 
another or others "from above." In addition, it must in some way involve having one's own 

interests and goals 
- 

interests and goals not directed at something else of which one is a 

mere part, e.g., the city. 24 
Aristotle rarely uses elSos to describe a constitution (1276b7 being the only or one of 

the few places he does so). He usually uses rdc\^ (see for example 1274b38). 
25 That civic friendship plays a major part in holding the city together is somewhat 

controversial. I cannot address the issue here, but see J.M. Cooper, "Political Animals and 

Civil Friendship," in Patzig (ed.), pp. 220-241. 
It is clear, however, that justice (and the proper type of equality, which is related to 

justice) holds the city together. In Politics ii 2, Aristotle says that in the case of the city 
"those out of which a unity should come to be differ in kind. Thus reciprocal equality 
(rb loov ro cti/ri-KCKoi/Ocx;) preserves (py^ei) cities, as was said earlier in the Ethics" 

(1261al9-31). Aristotle's major discussion of reciprocal equality is found in Nicomachean 

Ethics v 5 [= Eudemian Ethics iv 5]. He says that proportional reciprocity, not strictly equal 

reciprocity, is what holds cities together. There are two kinds of "exchanges" that require 

reciprocal equality and preserve cities. The first is the exchange of goods (e.g., builders, 

shoemakers, and doctors exchanging their goods and services). Though they are different, 

reciprocal equality makes justice in exchange possible. This, Aristotle says, holds people 

together (ovvixti) and maintains {pvp,pivtt) the city. 

Though perhaps not clear from Nicomachean Ethics v 5-6, it is clear from Politics ii 

2 (1261a30-b9) that another "exchange" is important: the relationship and "exchange" 
between rulers and the ruled. Aristotle has in mind political justice (see Nicomachean 

Ethics v 6), which is "found among companions in a life aiming at self-sufficiency, who 

are free and either proportionally or numerically equal" (1134a26-28). 
But how does reciprocal equality preserve cities? In the books on friendship, Aristotle 

suggests that preservation through proportional equality occurs when all parties involved 

are satisfied with the exchanges (see especially Eudemian Ethics 1243b 15-37, and Nico 

machean Ethics 1163b32-l 164al). We get a similar picture in the Politics. In Politics ii 9 

he writes that "if a constitution is going to be preserved, all the parts of the city have to want 
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of citizens into a city through a constitution is not the same relation of 

parts to whole that we find in an organism or even a household. So when, 
in Politics i 2, Aristotle states that the city is or exists by nature, he cannot 

mean by this that the city is a natural organism. 

7. SOME PROBLEMS 

What I have argued for so far shows why the organic view of the city 
should not be accepted. But two passages that might seem to lend support 
to this view require special attention. The first is a famous passage from 

Politics i 2: 

The man who is without a city (anoXis) through nature and not through chance is either 
low or greater than a man, just like the one denounced by Homer, "clanless, lawless, 

hearthless". ... In addition, the city is prior by nature to the household and to each of 

us, since it is necessary for the whole to be prior to the part. For if the whole [body] is 

destroyed, there will be no foot or hand, unless homonymously, just as if someone were to 

say the stone [hand is a hand]; for [a hand] when destroyed will be such [i.e., no better than 
a stone hand], but everything is defined by its function (or activity, 'e7>w) and its capacity 
(Svvapei)_So, that the city is both by nature and prior to each [individual] is clear. For 

if the individual having been separated is not self-sufficient, he will be in a state similar 
to the other parts in relation to the whole, but he who is not able to be in a community or 

needs nothing through self-sufficiency is no part of a city, and so is either a beast or a god. 

(1253a3-29) 

This passage certainly makes it sound like the citizen is a part of the city 
in the strong sense of the term, but must we read the passage this way? I 

do not think so. 

First, what does Aristotle mean when he says the city is prior by nature 

to the individual? There are several senses of priority (see Metaphysics A 

11, and Categories 12). But here, Aristotle clearly means the city is prior to 

the individual by nature (see Politics 1253a25). He says things are called 

"prior according to nature and substance when it is possible for them to 

be without other things but not [these other things] without them" (Meta 
physics 1019a2-4; see Categories 14a29-35). Now the general assumption 
has been that if this is the sense of priority Aristotle intends, then he must 
be advocating (at least implicitly) the totalitarianism that I claim is not part 

it to exist and remain the same" (1270b21-22). In Politics iii 12, he says that people agree 
that equals should be treated equally, and unequals unequally, but they disagree about the 

standard by which equality is judged. Some think citizenship and freedom is all that matters 

(the democratic attitude), others think wealth alone matters (the oligarchic attitude), and 

still others think virtue alone is important (the aristocratic attitude) (1282bl7-23). When 

people disagree about the type of justice that exists in a particular city, then they engage in 

factional conflict, or at least the potential for it is there (1301a37-39). 
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of the Politics. Thus, scholars have tended either to accept the totalitarian 

interpretation of Aristotle, or they have claimed he has another sense of 

priority in mind.26 The idea behind this assumption is that since a body, 
for example, is prior by nature to the hand which is one of its parts, to say 
that the city is prior by nature to the individual is to claim that the city 
is prior to the individual in precisely the same way that the body is prior 
to the hand. But this does not follow (and I believe I have given ample 
evidence to the contrary earlier in this essay). All that Aristotle means is 
that the city is prior to the individual in that the city can exist without any 

particular individual, but every individual human requires a city in order 

to exist (as a human). This need not mean that the individual is to the city 
what the hand is to the body (more on this shortly). 

Second, what is meant by the analogy with the hand and the body in the 
Politics i 2 passage? It is clear that the point Aristotle is trying to make is 
that both the hand when separated from the body and the individual when 

separated from the city are unable to perform their proper functions. A hand 

separated from a body cannot perform the functions of a hand; an individual 

when separated from the city cannot perform (all of) the functions proper 
to an individual (i.e., the characteristically human functions). The analogy 
is imperfect, but it still makes its point. (How the individual is unable to 
function when separated from the city will be discussed shortly.) What is 

important for our purposes is that we cannot automatically infer anything 
from this analogy about the metaphysical status of the city or its parts (e.g., 
that the city is an organism or quasi-organism).27 

Finally, what happens to humans separated from tlie city? Greek liter 

ature provides us with two different examples which illustrate Aristotie's 

point fairly well. The first is Philoctetes, from Sophocles' play of the same 

name.28 Philoctetes was well-born (180). He wronged no one, and lived 

equally (or justly) among equal (or just) men (683-684, looq &v lootq 
dwqp). But because of a snake-bite on his foot which left him stinking and 

26 
Barnes, Keyt, and Taylor accept, at least in part, the totalitarian interpretation. Miller 

argues that Aristotle employs a different sense of priority in this passage [see Miller, 
"Aristode's Political Naturalism" and Nature, Justice and Rights in Aristotle's Politics 

(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1995)]. 
27 I believe I demonstrated in my discussion of the unity of substance and the unity 

of communities that the nature of an individual (i.e., a substance) was different from the 

nature of a community (and thus of a city). So this passage cannot be used to show that a 

city is an organism, for the analogy says nothing about the ontological status of cities. (It 
is worth noting that at Politics 1253a7, AristoUe compares a man separated from his city 
to an isolated piece in "checkers." We cannot infer anything about the ontological status of 
the city from this analogy either.) 

28 
Keyt and Miller also use this example. 
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in great pain, he was abandoned on a desolate island, "without houses" (1 

2,6-7,169-175). He still acts, but everything he does is aimed at keeping 
himself alive. This is made even more difficult because of his malady. He 

hunts, and lives in a hut. That is all (31-37, 162-168, 285-299). He says 
that he has become a savage (226; but cf. 1321), but still he longs to hear 

human (i.e., Greek) voices (225-231), or better, to go home (310-311, 

468-506, 1213-1217). It is true that his foot hinders him and makes his 
situation more difficult than if he had been marooned on an island with his 

health intact; nevertheless, Philoctetes' plight provides us with an example 
of a man separated from a city. But is he not still a man? He claims that he 

is dead, a shadow of smoke, a phantom; desolate, without friends, without 

a city (&-ko\lv), he is a dead man among the living (946-947,1018). But 
what would Aristotle say? Philoctetes is certainly unable to live a fully 
human life, and in that sense it might be true to say that he is not human. 

But if he were returned to a city (and his health were restored), he would 
be able to live fully and properly. He is, I think, what Aristotle would 

call someone separated from a city by chance and not by nature (Politics 

1253a3-4). 
Let us now look at a being I think fulfills the requirements of being 

separated from the city by nature: the cyclops (described by Homer in 

Odyssey IX). The cyclops are arrogant and wild cannibals, without law, 

custom, or real knowledge (106,112-115,189,215,287-292,428). Each 

one is his own law, and cares nothing for others (except perhaps for his own 

wife and children). They possess no agriculture, trade, or ship-building, 
and no outside contact of any kind; they only tend their flocks, and run 

households (of sorts) for their daily needs (107-111, 125-130, 183-186, 
218-223). Aristotle in fact suggests that these households are examples 
of pre-city households (Politics 1252M9-23). They are therefore separate 
from (and thus not a part of) a city. Now a cyclops (Polyphemos, for 

instance) is by nature separate from the city. It is not that he lacks the 

opportunity to exercise his capacities to the fullest and thus live a full 

human life; he lacks the capacity to live a full human life. He is, much 

more than Philoctetes, not a human, or a human in name only.29 
We are now in a better position to know what exactly Aristotle means 

when he says the city is prior to the individual by nature. Humans are 

not born with the capacity to live full human lives. The opportunity to 

29 
Let me stress that this is not an issue of genetics or "cyclopology" and anthropology. In 

using the cyclops as an example, I am assuming that there is nothing inherent in Polyphemos, 
say, that makes him less than human; his only problem (as far as we are concerned) is that 

he has lived his life entirely outside of any city, and thus he lacks the capacity to live a full 

human life. (For some interesting passages in Nicomachean Ethics vii that touch on this 

issue, see 1445a29-31, 1148M5-24, 1149a9-ll.) 
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live such a life requires, for example, the cultivation of intellectual and 

moral virtues, which, Aristotle believes, can only take place in the context 

of a life lived in a political community.30 In addition, a human being 
cannot live without the city because the city is required for the living of a 

full human life. Humans can perform their highest actions (e.g., virtuous 

actions, philosophy) only within the city (or after having lived in a city). 
This is why the city is prior to the individual. 

This priority, however, does not imply that the individual lacks inde 

pendence, or is subordinated to the city, in any full sense. That one can live 

his life fully only in the city does not mean that one must live a life wholly 
for the city. So although it is true to say of the leg of a dog, for instance, 
that it exists solely for the sake of the dog (or the life of the dog), it is not 
the case, according to Aristotle, that a human being exists solely for the 

sake of his city. 
The second passage that might seem to support Barnes is from Politics 

viii 1, where Aristotle advocates a common, public education in place of 

private education. In defense of this Aristotie writes: 

One ought not even consider {vop,LCttiv) that some citizen belongs to himself {ocbrov), 

but that all [citizens] belong to the city (rr)<; noXeux;), for each is a part of the city. 
(1337a27-30) 

This is quite emphatic. There are, I believe, three ways of interpreting it: 

(1) Aristotle is contradicting himself. Earlier he said a free man belongs 
to himself and not to another, now he is saying a free man does not 

belong to himself but to another (to the city).31 

(2) This passage is strong evidence for the view that humans really are 

parts of the city in the strong sense of the term.32 

(3) Aristotle is here presenting the relationship between the individual and 
the city in one special context - the education of the young, and in this 

context alone the citizen should not consider (yopLi^eiv) himself his 

own, but the city's.33 

30 
I say "the opportunity to live such a life" because not every person in the city, and 

not even every citizen, will in the end live a full human life. Most will not or will at best 

approach such a life. Some will fall short of a good life through a moral failure of some 

kind. For others, such a life is ruled out because they have to live in such a way that they 

do not have the leisure that a good life requires (e.g., farmers). Some attempts to live a full 

life will be impaired due to a poorly established constitution (etc). 
31 

See, for example, Irwin, pp. 419-420. 
32 

See Barnes, pp. 262-263. 
33 One might want to propose the following solution to this problem: "A free person is 

a person who does not belong to another citizen. But such a person may still belong to the 

city, and in relation to the city he may be said not to belong to himself." But this cannot 
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Given what has been said up to this point, I think View 2 is quite implausi 
ble, though View 1 could be correct. But we should do our best to discover 

an interpretation of the Politics that avoids contradiction. I believe View 3 

does this. 

Two passages from Politics v 9, where Aristotle discusses how best to 

preserve constitutions, clarify, and lend some support to, the third view. 

First, at 1310al2-19 he says that education with a view to one's consti 

tution is the best way to preserve the constitution; that even the best laws 

are not beneficial without the citizens being habituated and educated in 
the constitution (kv ry -Ko\treLa)?A Oligarchs should be educated oli 

garchically, democrats democratically,35 and presumably this also applies 
to citizens living under good constitutions. Second, a few lines later at 

1310a32-36 he criticizes the democratic conception of freedom, namely, 

doing whatever one wants. This, he claims, is a poor concept of freedom. 

He says that living with a view to one's constitution (willingly obeying the 

laws of one's constitution) is not slavery but preservation. 

Returning to the Politics viii 1 passage, I think that generally, Aristotle 

maintains that a free adult citizen does belong to himself, not to any 

other(s). But this independence presupposes and requires citizens having 
been properly educated (in morals and in the laws of the city). Citizens 

are parts of the city (in the looser sense) and have an interest in the aim or 

end of the city. Therefore, because education is crucial for the well-being 
and existence of the city, in the context of the education of one's children, 

a citizen has to consider himself a mere part of the city who must follow 

what the city dictates about public education.36 

be right (or at least it does not avoid contradiction), for it would follow from Aristotle's 

discussion of slavery that a citizen's relationship to the city (since he belongs to the city) 
would be one of slave to master, but Aristotle most emphatically denies that political rule 

is the same as the rule over slaves. 
34 

This phrase can be read in different ways. For example, some translators (e.g., Barker) 

take it to mean "in the spirit of the constitution." W.L. Newman reads "trained through 

habituation and education by the rule of the constitution" [W.L. Newman, The Politics of 
Aristotle, Vol 4 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1902), p. 410]. 

35 
Newman, p. 410, asks: "What sort of education would be favourable to the main 

tainence of an oligarchy? An education which excludes luxury 
... and an excessive love 

of gain or honour or both." He cites Politics 1310a22ff. and 1266b35ff. 
36 I do not deny that there is some tension between Aristotle's conception of a free citizen 

- one who belongs to himself- and his conception of public education. 
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8. CONCLUSION 

So, there is no compelling evidence for the view that Aristotle believes 

man is a part of the city in the way that a limb is the part of an animal. Thus, 
that the individual is part of the city is not the foundation of an implicit 
totalitarianism in Aristotle. Of course, one might try to argue that many 
of the laws or institutions of the Politics (especially those connected with 
education and the rearing of children) are intrusive and paternalistic;37 but 

even if that is the case, it is not because Aristotle sees men as parts of the 

city.38 

Department of Philosophy 
Seton Hall University 
South Orange, NJ 07079-2696 
USA 

37 
See Barnes, pp. 256-260, on the regulation of morals. Most of these are (in part) tied 

to Aristotle's conception of public education. See also the previous note. 
38 I presented earlier versions of this paper at the 1993 Central Division Meeting of 

the APA, in Chicago, and at the Philadelphia Consortium's Colloquium on Ancient Greek 

Philosophy: "Philosophical Issues in Aristotle's Politics" (November 1993.) I would like to 
thank the two persons who commented on the paper 

- T. Roche and P. Simpson, respectively 
- for their helpful comments and criticisms. Thanks also to A. Gomez-Lobo, H. Richardson, 

G. Mara, N. Smith, A. Gotthelf, and A. Preus. Any remaining errors are my own. Finally, 
I wish to thank the "Social Philosophy and Policy Center", where, as a Visiting Scholar 

(Summer 1994), I was provided with the leisure that enabled me to revise an earlier version 
of this paper. 
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